
loin and the superior lumbar triangle is pulled open and the
kidney exposed and freed on all sides from its fatty capsule.

The stone is then felt and the kidney gently loosened as far
as possible on all sides and brought towards the wound. Then
an assistant forces fluid (1/1,200 silver nitrate) into the
renal pelvis, until it pulls out tense. As a rule, with a careful
preliminary study, the exact capacity of the renal pelvis is
already known. Then when the pelvis and kidney are swollen
up tense the surgeon first incises the capsule and then plunges
a blunt-pointed and blunt-edged knife (see illustration)
through the cortex on the posterior surface, easily enter-
ing the renal pelvis at once and enlarging the incision, in a

transverse direction if the stones are small. Tliere is a gush
of fluid which stops as he introduces his finger and feels for
and finds the stone, which he at once grasps with a small
stone forceps and removes.

The calices and the mouth of the ureter are now examined
for more stones and the kidney is palpated on nil sides with
both hands, one finger being inside the renal pelvis. After all
stones are removed, the wound is plugged or held closed,
while the pelvis and tlie calices are again distended with the
silver solution, when the finger is suddenly withdrawn, letting
the fluid escape with a rush, bringing any small calculous
débris with it. This may be repeated several times.

The stones in the illustration were removed in this
way. In the lower part of the outline of the pelvis is
seen some sand which was washed out in the manner
described. Often such a wound bleeds but little and
needs no suturing at all, as in this case. If the kidney is
badly infected, the ureteral catheter may be left in the
ureter for from several days to a week or more for con-
stant or intermittent irrigation with a mild antiseptic
fluid.

I wish to emphasize the following points regarding
tlie operation :

1. It involves a minimal amount of damage to the
kidney.

2. It is done through the part of the organ most
easily accessible.

3. The distention is invaluable in offering a bag of
fluid, overlaid with a zone of sol'l i issue, which is easilypunctured.

4. An exploration is easily conducted through the
opening, revealing the presence or absence of other
calculi.

5. If it is desirable to keep il open a while for drain-
age the transverse incision is a good one for this purpose.
as it can be left open and will close rapidly when the
irrigations are omitted.

i!. In the last case in which operation was done, no
sutures were put into the kidney, and yet there was no

escape of urine after twenty-four hours and practically
no bleeding through the incision.

1418 Kiitnw Place.

Tie Origin of New Cults. -Most men are subject to irreg-
ularities in their supply of energy. Sickness, disaster, bad
food, and many other conditions produce this result. In con-
sequence, most men at intervals pass from one extreme to
the other. Downwnrd curves bring doubt, fear and depres-
sion; upward curves create men anew and give the higher
powers nn unwonted supply of energy. It is during the
dominance of the upward movement that suggestion is potent
and new beliefs are readily formed. The many plans of
recent origin for the suppression of pain and the inculcation
of invigorating beliefs have their bases in this thought, even
if the mode of expressing it is so immaterial that the physical
background of the mind is ignored. To keep the thought of
pain out. of the mind when depression tends to make it vivid,
and to utilize the early epochs of recovery for presenting
suggestive ideas, are two rules that work wonders in rebuild-
ing the higher life among those temporarily depressed. (From
Patten's "The Social Basis of Religion," New York, 1011.)

A CASE OF INCARCERATED AND OBSTRUCTED
DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA WITH OPER-

ATION AND RECOVERY
BENNETT V. CAFFEE, M.D.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

While the literature on diaphragmatic hernia is fairly
voluminous, there seem to be very few reported cases of
operation with recovery; many of the cases were discov-
ered post mortem; in others the patients died following
operation. A synopsis follows of those discovered after
a fairly extensive search.

CASE 1.\p=m-\Apatient1 of 23; diagnosis, obstruction of bowels.
Operation through median incision above navel; colon found
passing through rent in diaphragm; second incision along bor-
der of costal arch; colon being firmly attached, hernia could
not be reduced; artificial anus made (colostomy). Recovery
with subsequent closure of colostomy opening.

CASE 2.\p=m-\Male,2 aged 18; signs of obstruction after violent
exercise. Incision through rectus in upper abdomen; trans-

Location of the abdominal and thoracic operation wounds in the
case of diaphragmât le hernia reported.

verse colon, omentum and greater part of stomach protrude
through rent in the diaphragm 3\m=1/2\inches long; omentum
adherent to pleura; thorax then opened by rib resection; hernia
reduced; patient's condition too low to permit suturing of
diaphragm; abdominal wound closed; rent in diaphragm held
together by gauze packing through thoracic opening. Recovery
complicated by empyema; no return of hernia apparent.

Case 3.—A boy,3 aged 11, had been injured in the eleventh
intercostal space, resulting in a hernia; two ribe were "ostcot-
omized, not resected." The hernia was reduced and the rent
repaired without opening the abdominal cavity. Recovery.

Case 4.—A man,* aged 23, stabbed in the left seventh inter-
costal space seven years before; taken with mild symptoms of
intestinal obstruction, tenderness and rigidity over abdomen,
especially over appendix. Operation six days after first symp-
toms; median incision; a knuckle of colon protruded through
very small rent in diaphragm at site of old scar; too firmly
adherent to detach; lateral anastomosis. Recovery.

1. Leuw, C.: Cor.-Bl. f. Schweiz. Aertze, 100, xxxi, p. 231.
2. Dannis, W. A.: St. Paul Med. Jour., 1005, vii, 730.
3. Postempski, P.: Bull. d. r. Accad. med. di Roma, 1888-9,

xv, 191.
4. Bamberger, A.: THE JOURNAL A. M. A., Dec. 31, 1910, p.

2296.
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"ged 25 He l i"00 i
* report was in a glass blower,

Siting through Ti „reCe!Vf a 8tab in lhe left «nammary line.
ribs. The om„nt cartilages of the seventh and eighth
the opening T,1TniP,r0t™ded between the cut ends' P'-SB^B
tents examined b,UT,0"11"?1 Cavity was °Pened and the con"

was resected an 1 .
Perforation was found. The omentum

¡"g in the dianhr-imn r"ed tl,r°»gl> the stab-wound; the open-
Healing was K °0l,ld "0t be dosed-

the patient had 1 ,lary "ntention. Four months later, after
from a porch • h fu ing Blass one month, he stepped oft-
wound. Svmn*e a sudden Pain in the region of the stab-
ensued—severe  " °f intestina' obstruction immediately
Union HosDilnl T"!' vomitinB, etc. He was taken to the
incision m. ,l ,

Ilours after °nset of symptoms and an

of the colon f
Ule left C08tal arch' The spIcnic flexure

which a ver"aS T"'1 cl09e,y adherent to the diaphragm, in
"nger could b "fu °P°ning sufficient to admit the index-
nlmost to th °-t tlle costai arcn was then cut through
ril)s the colon

S °f tbe °ld Stab wound. After retracting the
through. T]" WaS r<:,cas?(1> only a knuckle of it having passed
sutured bv + °Pc,,lng in the diaphragm was then securely
intercostals chromie sutures passed through the sixth
was closed ^i °" tlle "'dex-finger as a guide. The wound
tbe acconipa •

°d P^'Ptty- The photograph from which
nfter the any'ng. '"ustration was made was taken six weeks
though not ,la. n- The patient has been working since,at his trade, with no return of his symptoms.
dia(rno'"i !',est!ng feature is that the patient correctly
Warned nf V,° hemia before ! was called, as he had beena ot the danger of it.

PLATE-CHANGING DEVICE FOR STEREO-
SCOPIC RADIOGRAPHS OF

THE CHEST
SIDNEY LANCE, M.D.

CINCINNATI
Stereoscopicx-rayworkdemandsthetakingoftwo

radiographs from different angles and the subsequentsusperimposing of the plates by viewingthemthroughprisms or in a Wheatstone stereoscope. Afterexposure
the firstplate must be removedandasecondonemust
be substituted.
With the improvementofx-rayapparatusithasbecome possible to make tworadiographsofthechestin
the space of a few seconds;thatis,whilethepatient

suspends respiration, and thus to obtain truestereoscopicpictures of the chest. Buttheproblemofquicklyremov-
ing one photographic plateandsubstitutingasecond

has been a serious hindranceinthiswork.
The following simple methodhasbeendevisedto
change the plates: A sheet of lead, 1/8inchthick,is
provided on both sides with small clamps sufficient to

hold a photographic plate against each aspect.This

sheet of lead is then suspended at two points in a metal
frame so that it can revole around a horizontal axis
(Fig. 1.). A spiral spring (shown faintly in Fig. 1)
made of stiff wire is attached to one end of thisaxis
and when wound, by revolving the lead sheet, tends to
unwind and revolve the lead in the opposite direction.
The frame is hinged to some sort of chair or other

~~} support in which the patient sits or stands (Fig.
plate-el •

Sneet °f aluminum is placed between thewliini~c,ian"mK device and the patient's chest, againstn$ the patient leans,
grap]^ aPPaTatus is operated as follows: Two photo-
°ne n

° P *n their light-proof envelopes are inserted
w°und h3* Skle of the sheet of lead- T1,e sprin? isby revolving the lead sheet one-half revolution.

The patient is instructed to take a deep breath and hold
it and the first exposure is made on one plate, the second
plate on the opposite side being protected from the rr-ray
by the intervening sheet of lead.

By means of a string attached to the lower margin of
the frame, the operator (in his protected booth) pulls
the frame outward and thus allows the spring to revolve

Pig, 1.—Radiographie plate-holder devised for rapid changing of
lililíes.

Flg. 2.—Flate-cbanglng device in position for use.

the sheet of lead, and with it the photographic plates,
one-half of a revolution. On dropping the frame back
into position the second plate will have exchanged places
with the first and the second exposure is made. Of
course provision must be made for shifting the x-ray
tube at the same time.
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